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What Sets Us Apart
The QOMO ScannerCam™ QPC22 is more compact and versatile than the Aver U50 camera. Additionally, the
8MP image with 25x zoom allows you to view and record with more details and clarity. QOMO’s QPC22 is a
2-in-1 solution that doubles as a webcam and a document scanner, while occupying very little desktop space.

QOMO QPC22

VS

Aver U50

$199

Competitive Pricing
Immediate availability at a competitive price point.

$190

8 Megapixels

Camera
View details with more clarity.

5 Megapixels

270 Degrees Flip

Webcam Mode
Doubles as a webcam and document scanner.

Flexible Arm/Skewed View

Foldable

Camera Arm
Sturdy arm to view documents without distortion and parallel with desktop.

Bendable

25x

Digital Zoom
Zoom in up to 25 times closer to see things you’ve never seen before.

8x

Auto

Focus
Automatically focuses for sharper images.

Auto

Yes

Built-in Microphone
Sync sound for video recordings and conferences.

Yes

Yes

Removable Base
Ultra small footprint to maximize your desktop space.

No

USB Plug & Play

Interface
Easy to connect to your computer and use without a learning curve.

USB

1.3 lbs

Weight
Light and portable enough to be taken anywhere.

3.3 lbs

2 Years
(Upgrade to 5 years available)

Warranty
Technical support that you can count on.

2 Years

Tech Support: support@qomo.com

Sales Team: sales@qomo.com

Other Inquiries: hello@qomo.com

qomo.com
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What Sets Us Apart
The QOMO ScannerCam™ QPC22 has a more powerful image resolution at a better price than the Lumens
DC125 camera. Additionally, QOMO’s QPC22 is a 2-in-1 solution that doubles as a webcam and a document
scanner, while occupying minimal desktop space.

QOMO QPC22

VS

Lumens DC125

$199

Competitive Pricing
Immediate availability at a competitive price point.

$250-$400

8 Megapixels

Camera
View details with more clarity.

5 Megapixels

270 Degrees Flip

Webcam Mode
Doubles as a webcam and document scanner.

Flexible Arm/Skewed View

Foldable

Camera Arm
Sturdy arm to view documents without distortion and parallel with desktop.

Bendable

25x

Digital Zoom
Zoom in up to 25 times closer to see things you’ve never seen before.

8x

Auto

Focus
Automatically focuses for sharper images.

Auto

Yes

Built-in Microphone
Sync sound for video recordings and conferences.

Yes

Yes

Removable Base
Ultra small footprint to maximize your desktop space.

No

USB Plug & Play

Interface
Easy to connect to your computer and use without a learning curve.

USB

1.3 lbs

Weight
Light and portable enough to be taken anywhere.

2.6 lbs

2 Years
(Upgrade to 5 years available)

Warranty
Technical support that you can count on.

5 Years

Tech Support: support@qomo.com

Sales Team: sales@qomo.com

Other Inquiries: hello@qomo.com

qomo.com
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What Sets Us Apart
The QOMO ScannerCam™ QPC22 is sturdy and more compact at a better price than the Hovercam Solo 8 Plus.
QOMO’s QPC22 folds back at 270 degrees to double as a webcam without the need for image rotation. This
makes for a perfect remote teaching tool, all while occupying minimal desktop space.

QOMO QPC22

VS

Hovercam Solo 8 Plus

$199

Competitive Pricing
Immediate availability at a competitive price point.

$370-$500

8 Megapixels

Camera
View details with more clarity.

13 Megapixels

270 Degrees Flip

Webcam Mode
Doubles as a webcam and document scanner.

Flexible Head
(image needs rotation)

Foldable

Camera Arm
Sturdy arm to view documents without distortion and parallel with desktop.

Foldable

25x

Digital Zoom
Zoom in up to 25 times closer to see things you’ve never seen before.

480x

Auto

Focus
Automatically focuses for sharper images.

Auto

Yes

Built-in Microphone
Sync sound for video recordings and conferences.

Yes

Yes

Removable Base
Ultra small footprint to maximize your desktop space.

No

USB Plug & Play

Interface
Easy to connect to your computer and use without a learning curve.

USB

1.3 lbs

Weight
Light and portable enough to be taken anywhere.

2.2 lbs

2 Years
(Upgrade to 5 years available)

Warranty
Technical support that you can count on.

2 Years

Tech Support: support@qomo.com

Sales Team: sales@qomo.com

Other Inquiries: hello@qomo.com

qomo.com

